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Mass velocity (flow rate per unit flow area)
Heat transfer coefficient















Overall heat transfer coefficient
Mass flow rate











































Average boiling heat transfer coefficient












































Liquid film heat transfer coefficient
Latent heat of vaporization
Vapor phase heat transfer coefficient
Thermal conductivity of liquid film
Number of tubes in outer row of tube bundle
Number of tubes
Nusselt Number, hD/k
Nusselt condensing ratio, _ _-c
Peclet Number, GDC /k
P
Prandt I Number_ _IC /k
P
Reynolds Number, DG/_
Liquid film Reynolds Number_ 4w(1-x)flTIAi
Tube spacing
Insert twist ratio
Tube spacing to diameter ratio
Wetted perimeter
Weighting factor for integration error
P
Yi Dummy variable, predicted value
C
































Ratio of eddy diffusivity for heat transfer
to eddy diffusivity for momentum


























Integrated two-phase friction multiplier
(x = O to l)
Integrated two-phase friction multiplier


































































Calculation procedures and computer codes for the thermal design of
multiple-tube potassium condensers and boilers are presented.
The condenser code provides for using either sodium, lithium or NaK as
the shell-side cooling fluid. The main output from the condenser code is
the condenser tube length required to satisfy specified design-point conditions.
Additional output includes the local values of vapor quality, potassium tem-
perature and pressure_ and thermal parameters such as the local heat flux and
heat transfer coefficients along the condenser tubes.
The boiler code uses either liquid sodium or lithium as the shell-side
heating fluid. The main output from the boiler code is the boiler tube length
required to satisfy specified design-point conditions. The boiler code is
based on using overall average values for the potassium boiling heat transfer
coefficient from OT0 to 1OO% quality.
Both the condenser code and the boiler code are programmed in FORTRAN IV,
and the source languages are compatible with either the IBM-7094 or the
G.E. - 625/635 machines.
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I INTRODUCTION
Calculation procedures and digital computer codes, developed for
preliminary thermal design studies of multiple-tube condensers and once-
through boilers applicable to Rankine cycle space power systems using
potassium as the working fluid, are presented in this report. This work
was done under NASA Contract NAS 3-2528 as a supporting effort to the
potassium multiple-tube test condenser design study described in Reference i.
The condenser computer code calculates the condenser tube length required
to satisfy specified design-point conditions. In addition, local values of the
thermal parameters, such as potassium temperature and pressure, local heat
flux and heat transfer coefficients are computed as functions of distance along
the condenser tubes. The local potassium condensing heat transfer coefficient
results reported in Reference 5 are used as the basis for the condenser code.
The boiler computer code employs average boiling potassium heat transfer
coefficients, averaged over the entire boiling region from O_0 quality to 100%
quality, to calculate the boiler tube length required to satisfy specified
design-point conditions. The average potassium boiling heat transfer coefficient
results reported in Reference Ii are used as the basis for the boiler code.
The basic thermal and fluid dynamic equations used in the codes, the
formats of the code inputs and outputs, and illustrative test cases are given in
following Sections of this report. Listings of the computer codes from which
duplicate program cards can be made are given in the Appendices.
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II POTASSIUM CONDENSER THERMAL DESIGN PROGRAM
The condenser thermal design code is applicable to potassium condensers
using uniform tubes without inserts in either counterflow or cocurrent flow
with saturated potassium vapor at the inlet and subcooled liquid potassium at the
outlet. The code is based on the single-tube condensing potassium heat transfer
results reported in Reference 5.
Design Relations
The system considered is a counterflow or cocurrent flow condenser with
saturated potassium vapor at the inlet and subcooled liquid potassium at the
outlet. Distance L is measured in the direction of potassium flow and heat
transferred from the potassium is taken as positive. Since vapor quality decreases
in the direction of potassium flow, the differential rate of heat transfer is
obtained as follows, where changes in vapor kinetic energy and liquid sensible
heat are ignored.
Expressing an energy balance between the potassium condensing fluid
(secondary fluid) and the condenser cooling fluid (primary fluid) for a length-
increment dL gives after re-arrangement.
dL -CI
_xx = T s - Tp (la)
where
w s hfg (lb)
C1 = _ D. N t Ui i
Distance along the tubes is positive in the direction of potassium flow and
heat transfer from the potassium is taken as positive.
Differentiating Equation (la) results in the following equation involving
the temperature derivatives dT/dx, which will be used in the subsequent analysis,
-5-
d2L C1 [ dTs dTp 1
dx-'-_ = (T s - Tp) 2 dx dx
(Ic)
dT
It remains to determine expressions for the _ terms in Equation (Ic).
The shell-side coolant temperature gradient can be written as:
dTp w s hfg
dx - Wp Cpp
(2)
where the + sign pertains to counterflow_ and the - sign indicates parallel
flow.
The secondary temperature gradient may be written as:
dT dT dP
s s s dL








= Total two-phase pressure gradient
dL
(3)
Ignoring elevation effects_ the total two-phase pressure gradient is
composed of the frictional and momentum contributions and can be expressed as
dP G 2 G 2 .Is f ¢ d dx
d-_ = - 2 P f gc Deq gc dx (_)
p
where:




In Equation (4)_ the first term on the right hand side is the friction
pressure gradient and the second term is the momentum or acceleration pressure
gradient. Note that the friction pressure gradient term is negative whereas
the momentum pressure gradient is positive (since dx/dL is negative). The net
effect is that the pressure gradient may be either positive or negative depending
on the relative magnitude of these terms.
Substituting Equation (4) into Equation (3)_
dT G 2 dT G 2 dT
s f ¢ s dL d (!_) s (5)
d'-_ = - 2 Pf gc Deq dP dx gc dx A dT
s p s




C1 I f G2 _ dT G2 dTs }
- s dL d (1) _ + C2
Tp) 2 2 Pf gc Deq dP dx gc dx ¢ s -- s
where:
w s hfg
C2 - wp Cpp
(6)
(+) = Parallel flow
(-) = Counterflow
Equation (6) is the differential equation for the condensing length as
a function of gravity. The additional equations to be solved along with
Equation (6) are Equation (5)_ and the following differential equation:
dq (7)
d---_= - w s hfg
These latter two relations yield the local secondary saturation
temperature and rate of heat transfer as functions of local quality.
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Equations (5) to (7) may be considered a set of linear differential
equations with non-constant coefficients. Due to the complexity of the
system_ numerical methods are employed for the integrations. In order to
reduce the system to a set of equations more amenable to computer solution_
dL
it is appropriate to make the variable transformation J - dx" The system






dJ A(x) J + B(x) (8b)
dx
dT G2 dT G2 dT
s - f ¢ S d (! S
d--X-= 2 Qf gc neq d--P-'sJ gc dx _. ) --dPs (8c)
dq
d'-'x = - w (8d)s hfg
where:




Cl G2 d (!)
(T Tp) 2 gc dx _ dP- SS
(8f)











T = T (9c)
s s.
in
q = 0 (9d)
Equations 8 are integrated numerically in the condenser code using the
5-point Lanczos scheme (Reference 2). This technique was chosen for its
inherent stability and capacity for yielding minimum round-off error. The
first four steps are taken using the Runge-Kutta-Gill method (Reference 3)to
generate 5 points for the more accurate and faster Lanczos equations. Step
size changes (halving and doubling) are made on the basis of pre-set error
criteria.
The assumed shell-side geometry consists of a tube bundle enclosed by
a cylindrical shell. The tubes are assumed to be arranged in a triangular
array. The inner periphery of the shell consists of a cylindrical geometry
with triangular lands positioned in the spaces between the tubes in the outer
row. With this arrangement_ the net flow area of the shell may be divided
into hexagonal channels surrounding each tube in the array. This geometry





Typical Shell-Side Flow Geometry
Sketch-a -9-
For a geometry of this type_ the following equation yields the shell-side
(primary) fluid flow area (Ash).
2 2_'_ PsD°t N t 1
ASh - 4 -- (_ot) -
The equivalent diameter to be utilized in the shell-side Reynolds




2 ASh 4 Ash (lla)
= Wetted Perimeter WP
The total wetted perimeter WP includes wetted surfaces due to the tubes_
the triangular lands_ and the shell circumference not occupied by lands_ as
given by Equation (llb),
WP = _ N t Dot _No P s
( 11b)
The shell-side heat transfer coefficient is calculated by the method of
Dwyer and Tu (Reference 4). The equation recommended in Reference 4 for
parallel flow through rod bundles is
NN u = a + 8 (¢iNpe)Y (12)
where
Ps Ps 2






The quantity _ represents the ratio of the eddy diffusivity for heat transfer
to the eddy diffusivity for momentum transfer. From Reference 13,





(--_) = f (NRe)
max
The condensing heat transfer relations are based on the forced convection
potassium condensing coefficient data reported in Reference 5. The local
condensing heat transfer resistance may be represented as the sum of a vapor
phase and a liquid film resistance as follows:
i i i
h h hfc v
whe re:
(15)
hf = kf/6 (15a)
8 = liquid film thickness
The vapor phase heat transfer coefficient is given as:
½
o [ j
where T is in °R
(16)
It is shown in Reference 5 that the condensation coefficient O for potassium
C
vapor is approximately 0.2 over the temperature range from llOO°F to 14OO°F.
The local film thickness 6 for use in Equation (15a) is estimated using
the Dukler model (Reference 6). In the condenser programj the liquid film
coefficient is implicitly represented in Nusselt's condensing ratio_ which is a
function of the local film Reynolds number and the local shear exerted by the
vapor on the liquid film interface. The relevant defining equations are:
-II-
hf
= T v = (----)






The dimensionless vapor shear, T,, is estimated from the local two-phase
v
frictional pressure gradient as:
v
(g-----)+ ¢ f G 2
g gc 2 Pf gc Deq
1/3
(18)
Overall heat transfer coefficients are utilized in both the condensing
region and the subcooling region. The overall heat transfer coefficient based




(_ + _-- + hp )s w Dot
(19)
where:
1 Dit _ Dot (20)
"h - 2k
w w Dit
The wall thermal conductivity is assumed to be a linear function of temperature,
for which the mean wall conductivity is given as:
or
T




w 2 (Two + Twi)
(21)
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where: T = Outer wall temperature, °F
NO
T . = Inner wall temperature, °F
Wl
The overall heat transfer coeffiCient is applied on a local basis in the
condensing region.
In the subcooled region, the liquid potassium heat transfer coefficient
is calculated using:
NNu = 3.66 + .0055 Npe (22)
Equation (22) is based on liquid heat transfer coefficient data reported in
Reference 5. The tube length in the subcooled region is calculated from:
qsub
L = (23)
sub _ Dit Nt UiL _TLm sub
where: ATLm sub = Logarithmic mean temperature difference
in the subcooled region
The shell-side fluid pressure drop is composed of the friction losses,
the radial cross-flow losses, and the entrance and exit expansion-contraction
losses. Only the friction and radial pressure drops are accounted for in the
condenser design program. It is assumed that the expansion-contraction losses will
be calculated separately after the inlet-exit geometry is established.
The frictional pressure losses are given as:
G2
f Lt ot s
2kPfr-shell - 2 pf gc Dq (24)
where
D G




The analysis of Reference 7 is utilized to compute the radial pressure losses
in the crossflow regions at the primary fluid inlet and exit. The resulting
expressions for the radial pressure loss in the shell are:





The maximum mass velocity in any tube row is given as a function of the total
flow rate and the shell geometry.
I 3(i-1)2 ] Wp
G = (3n 2 - 3n + 1)J i = 1,n (26)
max i 6(i-1) (P-Dt)L c
where: n = the total number of tube rows
i = the summation index on the tube rows
L = the length along the tubes over which crossflow occurs
e
The homogeneous model K = I is used to calculate the two-phase friction
pressure drop multiplier. The equation for the local two-phase friction
multiplier is (Reference 8):
i + x [(Pf/Pg) -
¢ = (27)
_ + x [(_f/_g)- _ ¼
Thermodynamic properties of the saturated potassium liquid and vapor are
taken from Reference 9. Transport properties of the potassium liquid and
vapor are taken from Reference lO_ and are compiled directly into the program
as tabular functions of temperature.
The shell-side cooling fluid may be NaK_ sodium or lithium. The properties
of these fluids are taken from Reference i0 and are programmed directly into the
code as tabular functions of temperature.
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Computer Code
The condenser design code is programmed in FORTRAN-IV. The source programs
are compatible with both the IBM-7094 and the GE-625/635 machines. The subsequent
discussion_ however_ is limited to programs run on the IBM-7094.
The code is composed of a main program and a series of shorter subprograms.
Common data storage is utilized to facilitate data transmission between the main
program and the subroutines. The majority of the numerical calculations are per-
formed in the subroutines. The main program is primarily utilized to call the
calculation routines_ read the input_ and transmit the output data to the
peripheral I/O media. The individual programs and their respective primary
functions are summarized in Table I. A detailed listing of the main code and
the subroutines is given in Appendix A.
Data are read into the program by means of the standard "namelist" routine.
The input consists primarily of the shell and tube geometry_ the total power_
the primary flow rate and inlet temperature_ the secondary inlet temperature
and quality, and the level of subcooling at the condenser exit. Additional
input includes the starting increment in quality_ the flow direction of the
primary and secondary fluids_ and the parameters pertinent to the per step
error of the integration routine.
The output produced by the program consists of the total tube length and the
shell and tube parameters which provide a measure of the design point performance.
The printout of local conditions along the condenser is optional. If desired_
the local values of quality_ length, static pressure_ primary and secondary
temperatures_ heat transfer coefficients_ secondary film Reynolds number_ heat
flux and cumulative heat transferred are printed. In this case_ the interval
between local print-points may be specified as l_ 2_ 4 or 5. The first page of
output contains the tube length and the relevant design point performance
information. The local conditions are printed consecutively on the subsequent
format pages.
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In the numerical integration of a system of ordinary differential
equations by a conventional predictor-corrector technique_ the truncation
error in the i-th dependent variables refers to the per-step difference
between the predicted and corrected values of the particular variable being
integrated. For the Lanczos scheme_which is a pseudo predictor-corrector
method (Reference 2), this type of error is given as:
IcE. = O. ii Yi - Yi (28)1
where the superscripts c and P designate corrected and predicted values_
respectively_ of the Yi - variable being calculated. These errors may be
treated independently by requiring the individual errors to be less than a
set of corresponding maximum tolerable error limits. However_ in the condenser
design program_ it has been found to be more convenient to use a weighted error
for the entire system of differential equations as recommended in Reference 3.
_ c P
Yi - Yi
Eto t = O. ii W.1 c
i Yi i= I, 4
(29)
The weighting factors (W i) and an allowable maximum error limit (Ema x) are
read into the program at object time. Within the program_ an additional minimum
error bound is established as:
E = E /40 (30)
min max
For a given incremental step in quality_ Eto t is tested against Emax. If
> the step size is halved and the step is repeated. If Eto t is stillEto t Emax_
greater than Emax_ the step size is again halved_ and the integration is restarted
at this location. Five such restarts are allowed for each case being calculated.
> the int egra-
If Eto t < Emax it is then tested against Emi n. Then_ if Eto t Emin_
<E
tion is continued with the current step size. If_ on the other hand_ Eto t min_
-16-
kthe current step size is doubled_ and the next step is taken with Ax = 2new ZkXold'
Doubling is restricted to every fourth step to prevent too rapid a growth of the
step size in regions of small truncation error.
In addition to truncation errors_ round-off errors can accumulate as the
solution proceeds along the length of the condenser. Both the Runge-Kutta Gill
starting routine and the Lanczos technique are formulated to minimize the
round-off errors.
When differential equations are approximated by a difference expression_
as in the present case_ extraneous solutions are normally carried along with
the desired solution. This situation occurs because the approximating difference
equations are of higher order than the original differential equation. An
integration procedure may become unstable when errors cause these unwanted
solutions to grow exponentially. The ultimate result is that the true solution
is swamped by the extraneous solutions and is completely lost. The stability
criterion that must be satisfied for the Lanczos method is:
_< - 0.3_ (31)
Yi i = I, 4
In the condenser design program_ a stability check is made after each quality
step. If the conditions of Equation (31) are not satisfied, the step size
in quality is halved and the step is repeated. If the system is still unstable_
the step size is again halved, and the integration is restarted using the current
values of the dependent variables. As in the case of the truncation errors_
five restarts are allowed for each case.
Data are put into the program by means of the standard FORTRAN-IV "namelist"
routine. Input data are loaded into the machine on punched cards. The card




$INPUT O TITLE = 48H (48 Hollerith Characters)
NT = _ ITP = _ NCF = _ NQ =
DT = _ XW = _ DCB = _ PODT =
POWER = _ TSATIN = _ TPIN =
HCON = _ PF = _ AK = _ BK =
SLIPEX = _ DELTAY = _ PRINT =
ERLIMT = _ XIN = _ SIGMAC =
MINC = _ ITWMAX = _ JHP
WP = _ GS =
TSUBO = _ HP =
RADPL =
TOLP = _ TOLW =
WGHT = _ _ _ $
The input variables and relevant units are defined in Table II. Variables
beginning with the characters I_ J_ N_ M must be entered as integer variables;
viz_ (NT = 50). The remainder of the input consists of real variables. These
data may be entered using either an F or an E type format; viz_ (POWER = 3OO)_
or (POWER = 3. E + 2). Change cases may be run by simply entering new values
for the variables being changed. These new input values are stacked behind
the initial case input cards.
Some special instructions are necessary for some of the variables in the
input list_ as given in the following table. Where pertinent_ values found to
be satisfactory for the cases run to date are indicated.




Satisfactory value = 20
l) Enter NCF = 0 if counterf]ow
2) Enter NCF- I J f parallel flow
Satisfactory value _- 20














i) Enter JHP = 0 if primary heat transfer coefficient is to be
calculated by program
2) Enter JHP = 1 if primary heat transfer coefficient is input
Enter DCB = O for tube with no centerbody
Enter GS = 0 if number of tubes is specified. This value must be
entered for every case.
Enter HP = O if primary heat transfer coefficient is computed by
the program
Enter HCON = 0 if condensing heat transfer coefficient is computed
by program
l) Enter PRINT = 0 if local condition printout is not desired
2) Enter PRINT = i if local condition printout is desired
Satisfactory value = .02 (2 percent accuracy)
Satisfactory value = - .OOl
Satisfactory value = .0005 (.05 percent accuracy) for DELTAY = - .OOl
Satisfactory values are WGHT = .2, .5, .1, .2 for DELTAY = - .OO1
The complete input deck for an IBM-7094 calculation consists of the
requisite IBSYS monitor control cards, the binary decks (main and subprograms),
and the input data. The following deck set-up pertains specifically to the






























Certain types of program errors will cause the execution of a particular
case to be aborted. If these situations occur_ appropriate error comments
will be printed before the case is terminated. In most instancesj these comments
will be accompaniedby the program results up to the point where the error was
encountered. Error printouts will occur for the following situations:
(I) If the exit temperature from the condensing region is less than the specified
subcooled outlet temperature_ the outlet temperature is lowered_ and the case is
re-run with the adjusted subcooled outlet temperature. If the samecondition
prevails at the end of this pass_ an error commentis printed and the case is
terminated.
(2) The primary temperature profile is established by nodal iteration of the
coolant heat balance relation. If any of the iterations fail to converge_ an
appropriate error commentis printed. The node at which non-convergence occurred
is included in the printout.
(3) If the meanwall temperature iteration fails to converge, the case will be
terminated. The error commentin this situation includes the local quality at
which the iteration failed to converge.
(4) Under certain conditions the condensing fluid temperature maybecomelower
than the primary coolant temperature. This temperature cross indicates a physically
impossible situation in the condenser. If a cross occurs, an error commentto
this effect is printed_ along with the computedvalues of local quality_ length
and temperatures.
(5) The program will be terminated if the total numberof restarts exceeds 5.
In this instance_ the final variable errors and the local values of quality_ length_
and temperatures will be printed before an exit is made from the program.
-20-
Sample Case
Results of some sample calculations are given to illustrate the use of
the program and to show typical output produced by the program• The specified








Potassium inlet temoerature_ °F
Potassium inlet quality
Potassium exit temperature_ °F
Primary coolant
NaK inlet temperature_ °F
NaK flow rate_ lb /sec
m
Initial quality increment 2_x
Maximum allowable error
Average wall temperature tolerance





















The printed output for this sample calculation is shown in Figures i and
The programs used in the condenser code are listed in Table I_ the nomenclature
for the condenser code input is given in Table II and the nomenclature for the
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CONDENSER DESIGN (LOCAL CONDITIONS| }

























































f TSC PLOCAL TPC HSC HP Ul Q
FT. DES F PSIA OEG F HR UNITS HR UNITS HR UNIIS B/SEC
O. [300.00 8.822 1290.00 28903.3 5476.4 2331.8 O.
0.0104 1299.99 8.821 1289.90 32173.3 5476.4 2351.1 0.2[
0.0207 1299.97 8.821 1289.80 32170.9 5476.5 2351.i 0.42
0.0310 1299.96 8.820 1289.70 32168.6 5476.5 2351.1 0.62
0.0411 1299.95 8.819 i289.61 32166.3 5476.5 2351.1 0.83
0.0512 1299.94 8.819 [289.51 32164.0 547b.5 2351.1 1.04
0.06[2 1299.93 8,818 [289.41 32161.7 5476.5 2351.1 1.25
0.071[ 1299.91 8.817 1289.32 32159.4 5476.6 2351.1 1.46
0.0809 1299.90 8,817 1289.22 32[57.2 5476.6 2351.[ 1.66
0.0907 1299.89 8.816 1289.12 32154.9 5476.6 2351.1 1.87
0.[004 1299.88 8.816 1289.02 32152.7 5476.6 2351.0 2.08
0.1195 129'9.86 8.815 [288.83 32[48.4 5476.7 2351.0 2.50
0.1384 1299.84 8.813 1288.63 32144.1 5476.7 2351.0 2.91
0.1570 1299.81 8.812 1288.44 32139.8 5476.8 2351,0 3.33
0.1753 1299.79 8.811 1288.24 32135.7 5476.8 2351.0 5.74
0.[933 1299.77 8.810 1288.05 32131.6 5476.8 2351.0 4.16
0.2286 1299.74 8.809 1287.66 32123.6 5476.9 2350.q 4.9q
0.2629 1299.70 8.807 [287.27 32115.8 5477.0 2350.9 5.82
0.2'963 1299.67 8.805 1286.88 32004.7 5477.1 2350.5 6.60
0,3287 1299.64 8.803 1286.49 31847.0 5477.2 2349.5 7.49
0.3604 [299.61 8.802 1286.10 31698.8 5477.3 2348.7 8.32
0.4212 [299.55 8.799 1235.35 31425.0 5477.5 2347.2 9,98
0.4791 1299.51 8,797 1284.55 31175.4 5477.6 2345.8 11.65
0.5343 1299.47 8.795 1283.77 30930.3 5477.8 2344.5 13.31
0.5871 1299.43 8.793 1282.99 30693.1 5478.0 2343.1 14.97
0.637b 1299.40 @.792 1282.21 30469.2 5478.2 2341.8 16.64
0.7324 1299.35 8.789 1280.65 30038.3 5478.5 2339.3 19.97
0.8201 1299.32 8.788 1279.10 2_626.2 5478,9 2336.8 23.29
0.9016 [299.31 8.787 1277.54 29241.9 5479.2 2334.5 26.62
0.9776 1299.30 8.787 [275.98 28880.1 5479.5 2332.2 29.95
1.0490 1299.31 8.787 1274.42 28537.1 5479.9 2330.C 33.28
1.1162 1299.32 8.788 1272.86 28209.9 5480.2 2327.8 36.6_
1.1796 1299.35 8.789 1271.31 27877.5 5480.6 2_25.6 5_.93
1.2397 [299.38 8.790 1269.75 27557,2 5480.9 23Z3.4 43.26
1.2968 1299.41 8.792 1268.19 27248.0 5481.3 2321.3 46.59
1.4031 1299.51 8,797 1265.07 26645.7 5482.0 2316.9 5_.25
1.5001 1299.62 8.803 1261.96 20067.4 5682.7 25]2.6 59._0
1.5_98 1299.75 8,809 1258.84 25491.7 5483.4 2308.0 t_o.%o
1.6125 1299.90 8.817 1255.72 24931.8 54_4.1 2_0_.6 7_.2[
1.7500 i300.06 8.825 1252.60 24388.4 5484.8 229a.8 7_.8!
1.8225 1300.23 8.833 1249.48 23858.3 5485.5 2294.2 86.52
1.8906 1300.40 8,842 1246.36 23338.5 5486.2 22_>9.4 93,1d
1.9550 1300,59 8.852 1243.24 22826.0 5486.9 2284.4 9_.83
2.0159 1300.79 8.862 1240.12 22320.3 5487.6 2279.4 106.49
2.0739 1300.99 8.872 1237.00 21818.3 5488.3 2674.1 1[3.14
2.1290 1301.19 8.883 1233.88 21310.7 5489.0 2268.7 119.79
2.1817 1301.41 8.893 1230.76 20812.4 5489.7 2263.0 126.45
2.2321 1301.63 8.904 1227.64 20299.6 5490.4 2256.9 13_.I0
2.3268 1302.07 8,927 1221.40 19228.9 5491.8 2243.2 146.41
2.4143 1302.54 8.951 1215.15 18053.2 5493.2 2226.5 159.71
2.4958 1303.02 8.976 12C8.90 16751.2 5494.6 2205.5 1T3.0_
2.5718 1303.51 9.001 1202.66 10277.4 5496.0 2197.3 186,3_i
2.6433 1304.01 9.027 1196.41 15767.6 5497.4 2188.0 19_.62
2.6834 1304.33 9.043 1192.50 15113.9 5498.3 2175.1 207.93
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III POTASSIUM BOILER THERMAL DESIGN PROGRAM
The boiler thermal design code is applicable to once-through potassium
boilers using uniform tubes with or without helical inserts in counterflow
with subcooled liquid potassium at the inlet and saturated or superheated
potassium vapor at the outlet. The code is based on the single-tube boiling
potassium heat transfer and pressure drop results reported in Reference 11.
Design Relations
Determination of the required boiler tube length for a fixed tube geometry,
power level, and fluid conditions involves a simultaneous solution of the
applicable heat transfer and pressure drop relationships.
The total boiler length may be divided into a liquid region, a boiling region,
and a superheat region. Distance L along the tubes is positive in the direction
of potassium flow,and heat transfer to the potassium is taken as positive. The
respective channel lengths may be related to the total heat transfer rate, the
regional overall heat transfer coefficients, and the logarithmic temperature
difference in each region as follows:
Lsu b =
Usu b Nt _D i
qsub




U B Nt _D i
qB





[ _ sou ,_ 1Usup Nt nDi /n (Tpin - Ts°ut)
(Tp2 - TS2)
where the subscripts on the temperatures are keyed to the following sketch.
Tp2 Tpi n
Tp°ut _ _ _ _IA Superheat IM









The remaining heat transfer relations are supplied by the following heat
balance relations:
qsub = Ws Cps (Tsl - Tsin) = Cpp (Tpl - Tpout) (35)
qB = Ws hfg = Wp Cpp (Tp2 - Tp1) (36)
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qsup = Ws CPs (Tsout - Ts2) = Wp Cpp (Tpi n - Tp2) (37)
qtotal = qsub + qB + qsup
(38)
The various heat capacities in the above equations are evaluated at the average
fluid temperatures in the respective regions.
There are seven equations and nine unknowns; viz: Lsub_ LB_ Lsup, qB' qsup'
Tp2 , Tp1 , Ts2 , and Tsl. The remaining two equations are the pressure drop
relations for the boiling and the superheat regions.
The pressure drop in both the boiling and the superheat regions are composed
of frictional and momentum contributions.
_PB = LkPfr B + £XPmB
_Psup = z_Pfr + _P m
sup sup
or





¢O-1 + g_-- Pg2 Pfl
(39)
GH2 GH2 1 1 )fH LsupH + __ . __
= = gc (_gout Pg2
_Psup Ps2 - Psout 2 Pg gc Deq
(4o)
The pressures Psi and Ps2 are related to the corresponding temperatures Tsl and
Ts2 by the saturation properties of the boiling fluid.
-27-
mqsup = w - Ts2) = Wp - Tp2) (37)s CPs (Tsout Cpp (Tpi n
qtotal = qsub + qB + qsup
(38)
The various heat capacities in the above equations are evaluated at the average
fluid temperatures in the respective regions.
There are seven equations and nine unknowns; viz: Lsub_ LB3 Lsup_ qB_ qsup_
Tp2 _ Tp1 _ Ts2 , and Tsl. The remaining two equations are the pressure drop
relations for the boiling and the superheat regions.
The pressure drop in both the boiling and the superheat regions are composed
of frictional and momentum contributions.
_B =_frB +_B
LkPsu p =2kPfr +LXP m
sup sup
or
LXPB = Psi - Ps2 =
GH2
fH _H aH2 ¢o-1 ÷ngc (!_g2 _ifl)
2P f gc Deq
(39)
fHLsupH GH2 + GH2 i 1 )
= g_- (Pggout - P_22_Psup Ps2 - Psout = 2 Pg gc Deq
(4O)
The pressures Psi and Ps2 are related to the corresponding temperatures Tsl and
Ts2 by the saturation properties of the boiling fluid.
-27-
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may be either lithium or sodium. The secondary boiling fluid is potassium.
The thermodynamic and transport properties of lithium and sodium are taken
from Reference lO and are programmeddirectly into the code as tabular functions
of temperature. The thermodynamic properties of potassium are taken from Reference 9
and are included as a subroutine in the code.
The average potassium heat transfer coefficients used in the code for the
boiling region are supplied as an input. Experimental boiling potassium heat
transfer coefficients obtained from Reference 11 are used.
For tubes without inserts_ the superheated vapor heat transfer coefficient is
calculated from the conventional Colburn relation (Reference 12):
NNu = 0.023 (NRe)O'8 (Npr)I/3 (43)
In the case of tubes with helical inserts_ the coefficient is calculated from
the empirical relation developed in Reference ll:
NNu = O.39 (NRe) 0"56 (Npr)1/3 (44)
The length mass velocity and equivalent diameter employed in Equation (44)
are the helical values as given by Equations (41) and (42).
The local two-phase pressure drop multiplier is based on the homogeneous
model (K = 1) as follows (Reference 8):
¢ = (45)
_i ÷ x [(W.f/W.g)- 1]} n
Where n = 0.25 (Reference 8).
-29-
For a uniform axial heat flux distribution in the boiler, quality is linear
with length, which approximates the actual distribution, Equation (45) can
be integrated from x = 0 to x = i, assuming linear variation in quality, to
yield an average integrated two-phase multiplier for the boiling region:
(l+b) l-n 1 _ [ 1 1 1
#0--_I - _ (l-n) _ (l-n) + "-2 (n-l)(l+_) n-I - (n-2)(l-_) n-2 + (n-2)L
where
9f Wf




The boiler design code is programmed in FORTRAN-IV. The source programs
are compatible with both the IBM-7094 and GE-625/635 machines. The following
discussion, however_ is limited to programs run on the IBM-7094.
The code consists of a main program and several smaller subprograms. The
majority of the numerical calculations are performed in the main program, along
with the relevant input and output operations. The subroutines are utilized
primarily to perform repetitive calculations. The main program and the subroutines











Computes radial pressure drop





A complete listing of these programs is given in Appendix B.
The requisite input to the program consists of the shell and tube geometry_
the total power level_ the primary flow rate and inlet temperature_ and the
secondary inlet and exit temperatures. The secondary exit temperature is fixed
by specifying the exit pressure and the degree of superheat above the saturation
temperature corresponding to this pressure.
The output produced by the program consists primarily of the required tube
length to transfer the specified power at the given temperature levels of the
primary and secondary fluids. Additional output includes the design point
performance as indicated by the tube and shell-side pressure drops_ the potassium
temperature at boiling initiation and the radial acceleration produced by the
helical insert.
Data are put into the program by means of the standard FORTRAN-IV "namelist"
routine. Input data are loaded into the machine on punched cards. The card
input format is given below.
CARD INPUT FORM
Column 2
$1NPUT TITLE = 48H
NT = , I TP =
POWER = , TRINS =
PSOUT -- , DT =
HB = _ HSUP =
WP = _ XINST =




ITS = _ ITSUP = _ JHP =




XW= _ Pour =
HP = , HPMARG =
RADPL = , TOLP =
CSLOPE = _ CS =
up to 20 values in Table
........ up to 20 values in Table
DCB=
-31-
The input variables and relevant units are identified in Table IY.
Variables beginning with the characters I_ J_ N must be entered as integer
variables; viz_ (NT = 50). The remainder of the input consists of real
variables. These data may be entered using either an F or an E type format.
Changecases may be run by entering new values for the variables being changed.
Somespecial instructions are necessary for someof the variables in the
input list. These instructions are given in the following table. Where

















I nst ruct i on
Satisfactory value = 20
Satisfactory value = 50
Satisfactory value = 50
l) Enter JHP = O if primary heat transfer coefficient
is to be calculated by program
2) Enter JHP = 1 if primary heat transfer coefficient
is input
Enter DCB = O for tubes with no insert
Enter HSUP = O if superheated vapor heat transfer
coefficient is calculated by program
Enter HP = O if primary heat transfer coefficient
is calculated by program
Set HPMARG = 1 for most cases
Enter GS = O if number of tubes is specified.
This value must be entered for every case.
Satisfactory value = .25°F
Satisfactory value = .OO5
Satisfactory value = .003
Set CSLOPE = 1
Set CS = i
-32-
QThe deck set-up is the same as for the condenser thermal design code
(Section II).
Execution of the program will be terminated if any of the following types
of errors occur:
(1) The primary exit temperature is established by iteration of the primary
fluid heat balance. If this iteration fails to converge_ an error comment is
printed and the program calls EXIT.
(2) If the number of iterations for either the boiling length or the superheat
length are exceeded, subroutine DICHOA will call DUMP. The difference between
the iterated variables will be printed. Execution of following cases will be
suppressed.
Sample Case
Results of some sample calculations are given to illustrate the use of the
program and to show typical output produced by the program. The specified design









Potassium inlet temperature_ °F
Net superheat of potassium outlet_ °F
Potassium exit pressure, psia
Sodium inlet temperature_ °F
Sodium flow rate_ ib /sec
m
Potassium_boiling heat transfer coefficient_
Btu/ft 2-hr-°F
Helical insert vane thickness_ inches



















eThe potassium boiling heat transfer coefficient of 4_OOO Btu/hr-ft2-°F_
average for the entire boiling region from 0% to 100% quality_ is typical
of the average boiling potassium heat transfer coefficient data reported in
Reference ll for tubes with helical inserts. Further discussion of the use
of the Reference Ii data for boiler thermal design is given in Reference 1.
The printed outputs for these sample calculations are shown in Figures 3a_
3b and 3c.
The nomenclature for the boiler code input is given in Table IV and the
nomenclature for the printed output is given in Table V (Appendix B).
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TIILE=
POWER BOILER THERMAL/HYDRAULIC DESIGN
Y-TuBE BOILER, CASE 1-B ...................
GEOMETRY
NT = 7 TUBE PID = 1,30000
TUBE ID : 0,6900 INCHES TUBE FLOW AREA = 0,018177 FT 2
TUBE OD = 0,7500 INCHES INSERT P/D = 4,00
WALL XW : 0,0300 INCHES SHELL ID : 2,T09 INCHES
TUBE LTOT= 7,0434 FEET SHELL FLOW AREA= 0,0185 FT 2
TUBE LB = 4,6559 FEET
TUBE LSC = 0,60T8 FEET
THERMAL PARAMETERS
POWER QTOT QB QSC QIA BOILING
KW BTUISEC BTUISEC BTUISEC BTUIFT2 HR
300. 284.34 250.10 30.56 152933.29
PRIMARY SECONOARY
TPIN = 1850.00 DEG F TSIN = 1200.00 DEG F
TPOUT = 1750,18 OEG F T._-T : 1717.i0 DEG-F ...................
WP = 9.080 LBM/SEC TSOUT = IT05,10 DEG F
GP = 489,b45 LBM/FT2SEC WS = 0,315 LB_ISEC
VP = I0,845 FT/SEC GMAX = 25,500 LBM/FT2 SEC
REP = 180115,0 VMAX = 143,26 FT/SEC
PEP = 614,10 ACCL =713808,62 FT/SEC2






HWALL HSL = 849,10 B/FTZHR OEG
DELTAP = HB - 4000'--O-O--B-/I_T2-H-R--D-E-(3
DPRIN = REL = 12797,3
DPROUT = PEL = 51.93
UIt = 715.25 BIFT2HR OEG
....................................... - ....................... O-IA ....... ---- - _I-5--I_I--4--B I_ f 2 R R - D EG ........
DEI_TAP = 2,643 PSIA
.................................................. O)r RIC---- .... _I-.-3YI--P S I A .......................
DPMOM = 1,272 PSIA
SUPERHEAT REGION
(_SUP HSUPS TSUPS
-ITTIZTS_----_--D E G F
3,68 57.37 i 750. O0
TUBE LSUP DPSUP DPSFRIC DPSMOM
F T 3_rS-T _SI ................PSI
1.7798 }.098 1.027 0.0709
TTpical Computer Printout of Overall Data F;t-'orrlThe
Boiler Thermal Design Code (Case I-B, Ir)se_t p/D : ).I]
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• POWER BOILER THERMAL/HYDRAULIC DESIGN
......... ITLE _Z..... -?--TOE'E- BO]-L-E-R-. ........... -CASE -i-c ........................
GEOMETRY
_T = 7 TUBE PID = 1.30000
TUBE [D = 0.6900 INCHES TUBE FLOW AREA = 0.018177 FT 2
TUBE OD = 0,7500 INCHES INSERT P/D = 6,00
WALL XW : 0.0300 INCHES SHELL ID = 2.109 INCHES
TUBE LTOT= 7.0105 FEET SHELL FLOW AREA= 0.0185 FT 2
TUBE L8 = 4,4770 FEET
TUBE LSC = 0,5858 FEET
THERMAL PARAMETER_
POWER QTOT QB QSC Q/A BOILING
KW BTU/SEC BTU/SEC BTUISEC BTU/FT2 HR
300. 284.34 250.26 30.30 159146.26
PRIMARY SECONDARY
TPIN = 1850.00 DEG F [SIN = 1200.00 DEG F
TPOUT = 1750.18 DEG F TSAT
WP = 9.090 LBM/SEC TSOUT
GP = 489.645 LBM/FT2SEC WS
VP = I0.8_5 FT/SEC GMAX
REP = 180115.0 VMAX
PEP = 614,10 ACCL
HP = 13483.46 B/FT2HRDEG ACCL/G =
HWALL = 6816.14 BIFT2HRDEG HSL =
DELTAP = 1.783 PSIA Hb =
OPRIN = O, PSIA REL =
= 1712,86 DEG F
= 1703.95 DEG F
= 0.315 LBM/SEC







DPROUT = O, PSIA PEL = 51.80
UIL = 715.50 _/FT2HR DEG
DELTAP = 1.947 PSIA
DPFRIC = 0.94_ PSIA
DPMOM : 1.006 PSIA
SUPERHEAT REGION
QSUP HSUPS TSUPS TUBE LSUP
BTUISEC HR UNITS DEG F FT
3.77 53.66 17bC.O0 1.9478
DP_UP DPSFRIC DPSMOM
PSI ............. 2ST ......... _TI .........
0.850 0.798 0.0519
Ficur'e ¢}J. TTp]q:_.l Cornpul,er P_'intout; o[' Over_:J.].} !)rj.i;:. r,'r,c;_r_ Tk}o
]%o t '.lc_-' Therm_]. Dcs].Lprl Code (CrL,';e ]-C, ]_i,,<ci.l:. I>/D : ,.;)
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TITLE=
POWER @OILFR THERMAL/HYDRAULIC DESIGN
?-tUBE BOILER. CASE I-F
NT = 7
TUBE IC = 0.6000 INCHES
TUBE OC : 0.75q0 I_CHES
WALL XW = q.03'_O INCHES
TUBE LTOT= '-_;6543 FEET
TUBE LB = 7.4808 FEET
TUBE LSC = 0.9115 FEET
GEO_,ET_Y
TUBE PID = 1.30000
TUBE FLOw AREA = 0. C18177 FT 2
INSERT PID = 2.00
SHELL ID = 2.70_ INCHES
SHELL FLOW AREA= 0.0185 Fr 2
THERMAL PARAMETERS
PCWER _TC_ T _)B OSC QIA BCILING
KW BTUISEC @TUISEC BTUISEC BTUIFT2 HR































= 120C.00 DEG F
: 1749.08 F)EG F
: 171C.09 OEG F
= 0.315 LBNISEC
= 37.343 LBMIFT2 SEC
= 28C.84 FI/SEC
=743367.4Z FTISEC2










= 847.59 RIFT2H_ F)E&
= 40CC.O0 RIFT2IlR DE3
= 12884.2
= 52.85
= 713.64 @/FT2HR DEC,





QSUP HSUOS TSUPS TUBE LSUP F)P SUP DPSFRIC I)PSMOM
BTU/SEC _R UNITS OEG F FT PSI PSI PSI
3.21 71.08 1750.00 1,2619 2.362 2.155 0.2062
Figure 5c. T_,pical Computer Printout of Overall Data From The
Boiler Thermal Design Code (Case I-F, Insert p/D = 2)
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IV CONCLUDING REMARKS
The analytical procedures and digital computer codes presented in this
report are useful for thermal design studies of multiple-tube condensers and
boilers applicable to Rankine cycle space power systems using potassium as the
working fluid. The relatively short machine times of 3 to 7 seconds for each
code enable rapid computation of several design-point cases to be donewith
a minimum of cost and effort for parametric studies.
Currently available experimental heat transfer results for condensing
potassium (Reference 5) and once-through boiling of potassium in tubes with
and without helical inserts (Reference ll) are the bases for the computer codes
and associated analytical procedures. When more experimental data and improved
analytical methods become available_ the computer codes given in this report
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APPENDIX A
POTASSIUM CONDENSER THERMAL DESIGN CODE
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TABLE I

















Calls derivative and integration subroutines.
Stores computed data
Computes derivatives of dependent variables
Determines primary coolant temperature profile
Computes the local condensing heat transfer
coefficient
Computes primary coolant heat transfer
coefficient and shell side pressure drops
Computes two-phase pressure drop multiplier
Integration routine (RKG + Lanczos)



























Identification block, 48 characters
Number of tubes




I = parallel flow
Number of nodes for primary coolant
temperature profile
Print interval indicator. May be i, 2, 4 or 5
Maximum number of iterations for average
wall temperature
Indicator for primary fluid heat transfer
coefficient





Tube pitch to diameter ratio
Primary coolant flow rate




Secondary subcooled outlet temperature
Primary fluid heat transfer coefficient







































Intercept of linear equation for wall thermal
conductivity = f(T)
½ Slope oflinear equation for wall thermal
conductivity = f(T)
Length of radial pressure drop region
Reciprocal of slip ratio
½
Pf
exponent; viz_ 2. = (5--)
g
Starting increment in quality
Print indicator for local properties
0 = Do not print
1 = Print
Tolerance on primary temperature iterations
Tolerance on average wall temperature
Maximum allowable per-step itegration
error limit
Secondary inlet vapor quality
Condensation coefficient 0 G - i
c
















































Net condensing pressure drop
Primary frictional pressure drop or condensing
friction pressure drop
Condensing momentum pressure drop
Primary mass velocity
Secondary mass velocity
Local primary heat transfer coefficient
Local condensing heat transfer coefficient
Secondary heat transfer coefficient in
liquid region
Number of tubes
Secondary Peclet number in liquid region
Total power
Local secondary static pressure
Cumulative heat transfer rate
Heat transfer rate in condensing region
Heat transfer rate in subcooled region
Total heat transfer rate
Local heat flux
Secondary Reynolds number in liquid region
Primary Reynolds number
Local secondary film Reynolds number
Local primary fluid temperature
Primary fluid inlet temperature
Primary fluid exit temperature
Local secondary fluid saturation temperature










































Secondary fluid subcooled exit temperature
Local overall heat transfer coefficient
Overall heat transfer coefficient in liquid
region
































































PROGRAM IS APPLICABLE TO A COUNTERFLOW OR
CO-FLOW CONDENSER WITHENTERING QUALITY














COMPUTE WS FROM AN ENTHALPY BALANCE,
























































ENTER SUBROUTINE CONSEC TO INTEGRATE THE







TEST TO SEE IF THE EXIT SATURATION














COMPUTE QSUR AND THE LENGTH IN THE
SUBCOOLED REGION,DETERMINE THE MEAN WALL









































































































































































NT : -I COND LENGTH =
SPACE
TUBE ID = -F4 INCHES SUBC LENGTH =
SPACE
TUBE OD = -F4 INCHES TOTL LENGTH =
SPACE
WALL XW : -F4 INCHES TUBE P/D =
SPACE
TUBE FLOW AREA= -F5 SQ FT SHELL ID =
SPACE











TPlN = -F2 DEG F
SPACE
TPOUT = -F2 DEG F
SPACE




GP : -F3 LBM/FT2SEC
SPACE






DPFRIC = -F3 PSIA
SPACE































































































SUBROUTINE INTEGRATES THE CONDENSER DEQ FOR
A SPECIFIED INLET VAPOR SATURATION TEMPERATURE.
THE FIRST 4 STEPS ARE RKG TO GENERATE 5




























































































































COMPUTE THE ERROR AND DOUBLE OR HALVE























































TEST TO SEE IF THE FINAL QUALITY IS
ZERO OR NEGATIVE. IF O,CONTINUE. IF
NEGATIVEgTHE VALUES AT X:O,J:JL: ARE
DETERMINED BY INITIATING A RKG
INTEGRATION USING VALUES AT JL-I WITH


























































































































SUBROUTINE RETURNS VALUES OF THE DERIVATIVES AND


























































































































































































SUBROUTINE RETURNS LOCAL CONDENSING HEAT
TRANSFER COEFFICIENT BASED ON THE SUM












































































































































































































































































COMPUTE FRICTION PRESSURE DROP BASED




































































































































































C SUBROUTINE EVALUATES PRIMARY TEMPERATURE























































































































































































DG(1)= DERIVATIVE OF YG EVALUATED AT TF.
YG(1)= DEPENDENT VARIABLE. INTEGRATED VALUE OF DG(1) AT T.
ZG(1)=REF. VALUE OF YG(1) FOR ESTIMATE OF TRUNCATION ERROR
I=I,2,.....,IMAX LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO 30.
INSTRUCTIONS TO GLANCE ARE MADE AS FOLLOWS
M= N START INTEGRATION WITH N DEPENDENT VARIABLES
M=O CONTINUE,NO CHANGE
M= I HALVE HG REPEAT LAST STEP
M= 2 DOUBLE H,TAKE NEXT STEP
M= 4 CONTINUE USING RUNGE KUTTA GILL METHOD
GLANCE INDICATES THE ACTION TAKEN AS FOLLOWS
M=O STEP WAS COMPLETED WITHOUT CHANGE
M= 1 STEP WAS REPEATED WITH HG HALVED
M= 2 STEP WAS TAKEN WITH HG DOUBLED
M= 3 STEP WAS PARTIALLY COMPLETED R-K-G.













































































































































































































ASSIGN 400 TO IXB












































































































































































SUBROUTINE RETURNS THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES
OF SATURATED AND/OR SUPERHEATED POTASSTUM,
(NRL PROPERTIES).
SUPER=-I., SP. VOL,ENTHALPY,AND ENTROPY ONLY.




CHOICE=ABS GREATER THAN 6796.0, SP VOL
ITERATIONS PRINTED,
CHOICE=ABS GREATER THAN 1362.09 VIRIAL COEF.















DATA (VUME ( I )._ I =1,208 )/3254.8,618.1,285.2,266. ,247, ,228,, ,209,,90, ,
1171,0,152,0,133.0, 114.0',95.0,76,0,57,0,38.0,19.0,1.0,9545.5,
2691,4,333-6,91.16,38.94,24.71,5.18,20.0,] 8. O, 16. O, 14.0,12.0, I0,0,
48-0,6.0,4,0,2. O, i0.0,3828. I, 755.13,370.62,112.84,59,89,46.22,
428.48,17. 142,9.005,2.696,2. ,I. 8, ] .6 ,1.4,1.2 ,I- ,. 8, ,6,
54106.9,814.8,403- 1 ,128.0,72.37,58.28,40.40,29.37,21.77,16.13,12. ,







323.41,17,21 ,14.41,9.75,4.49,19'99,5485. I, 1095.8,547.09,181,28,
4108.09,89,78,66.88,53.22,43,94,37.3 7,32,43,28.58,25.49,19.026,
516.152,11,383,6.419,1,977,5759,7,11 51,0,574.9,190.8,114.0,
69z_.74,70o 71 ,56.28,46.65,39.77,34.6,30.57,27.34,20.605,17.611 ,
712,68,7,62,4.96,6034.3,1206.1,602,6,200.2,119,7,99.58,74,42,
859,31,49,24,42.03,36.63,32.42,29,05,22.02,18,9,13.78,8.54,5,88,




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































POTASSIUM BOILER THERMAL DESIGN CODE
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TABLE IV











Number of iterations for primary exit temperature
Number of iteraticms for tube length in boiling
region
Number of iterations for tube length in
superheat region
Enter JHP = O if primary heat transfer coefficient
is calculated by program
Enter JHP = i if primary heat transfer coefficient
i s input
POWER Total power KW
TPINS Primary fluid inlet temperature °F
TSIN Secondary fluid inlet temperature °F
DTSUP Degree of superheat °F
PSOUT Secondary outlet pressure psi
DT Outside tube diameter inches
XW Tube wall thickness inches
PODT Pitch to diameter ratio of tube bundle dimensionless
PODI Pitch to diameter ratio of insert dimensionless
DCB Center body diameter inches
liB Average boiling heat transfer coefficient Btu/ft2-hr-°F
HSUP Average superheated vapor heat transfer Btu/ft2-hr-°F
coefficient
HP Average primary fluid heat transfer coefficient Btu/ft2-hr-°F
HPMARG Margin factor for tube bundles with tight pitch dimensionless
















Boiling fluid mass velocity (secondary)
Primary fluid mass flow rate
Insert vane thickness
Length of radial pressure drop region
Tolerance on primary exit temperature iterations
Tolerance on iteration for tube length in
boiling region





Sign of iteration line slope.
Use 1
Sign of iteration line slope.
Use 1
Exponent on frJ.ction factor











































Ratio of radial acceleration to the local
gravitational acceleration
Primary friction pressure drop or Secondary
total pressure drop in boiling region
Secondary friction pressure drop in boiling
region
Secondary momentum pressure drop in boiling
region
Primary radial pressure drop at inlet
Primary radial pressure drop at exit
Secondary total pressure drop in superheat
region
Secondary friction pressure drop in superheat
region
Secondary momentum pressure drop in superheat
region
Secondary maximum helical mass
Primary mass velocity
Boiling heat transfer coefficient
Primary heat transfer coefficient
Secondary heat transfer coefficient in liquid
region
Secondary heat transfer coefficient in superheat
region
Effective wall heat transfer coefficient
Total tube length
Tube length in boiling region
Tube length in subcooled region




























TABLE V (Cont 'd)
























Secondary fluid Peclet number
Primary fluid Peclet number
Total power
Pitch to diameter ratio
Heat transfer rate in boiling region
Heat transfer rate in subcooled region
Heat Transfer rate in superheat region
Total heat transfer rate
Heat flux in boiling region
Primary fluid Reynolds number




Secondary temperature at inlet to boiling region
Secondary exit superheated vapor temperature
Overall heat transfer coefficient in boiling
regi on
Overall heat transfer coefficient liquid region
Maximum secondary helical velocity
Primary fluid axial velocity
Primary fluid flow rate
































































PROGRAM IS APPLICABLE TO A COUNTERFLOW
BOILER WITH SUBCOOLED FEED AT INLET
AND 100 PERCENT QUALITY VAPOR AT EXIT.
QTOT = . 9478*POWER
DI T=DT-2.*XW
DLM=2.*XW/ALOG ( DT/DI T )
COMPUTE GS OR NT FROM TOTAL POWER










































































































































































CALCULATE HP USING DWYER TU RELATION,





















































ENTER ITERATION LOOP FOR DETERMINATION OF


































































































































































































COMPUTE PRESSURE DROPS AND LENGTH BASED


















CALCULATE TWO PHASE MULI IPLIER FROM
HOMOGENEOUS MODEL USING CONSTANT Q/A





























































































































POWER BOILER THERMAL/HYDRAULIC DESIGN
GEOMETRY
-I TUBE PID =
-F4 INCHES TUBE FLOW AREA =
-F4 INCHES INSERT P/D =
-F4 INCHES SHELL ID =
































DEG I-- TSI N =


























































































































$IBF-TC DICHOA FuL IST,SDD























XVAL=VARIABLE TO BE ITERATED OR COMPARED
ULIMIT=UPPER LIMIT ON ABCISSA






























Y GREATER THAN BALPT
23 XMAXI=ANSWER
GO TO 32























































GO TO 22 '
ARGY:((ARGZ-Z(M))I(Z(NN)-Z(M)))*(Y(NN)-Y(M))+Y(M)
AL=IO0oO
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Calculation procedures and digital computer codes for thermal design
of multiple-tube potassium condensers and boilers are presented. The
computer programs are given_ together with typical input and output formats
as illustrated by representative test cases. The computer codes are useful
for preliminary thermal design studies of condensers and boilers applicable
to Rankine cycle space power systems using potassium as the working fluid.
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